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Why 4D-En-VAR in HIRLAM?
➔Allows use of flow- and observation-network- 

dependent forecast error statistics in variational data 
assimilation; 

➔Avoids use of TL and AD models (which have bad scalability 
properties and are expensive to run and maintain); 

➔Utilizes implicit non-linear evolution of the forecast 
error statistics through ensemble propagation (no need 
for severe simplifications in perturbation model)

➔Easy to implement on top of 4DVAR HYBRID (exists in 
the HIRLAM forecasting system)

➔Brings together variational and ensemble data 
assimilation techniques (use advantages from both schemes)

Next step: 4DEnVAR scheme in meso-scale DA system 
(HARMONIE) within the joint collaboration with the 
ALADIN/MF/LACE consortia and ECMWF 
 



  

Whom should we thank for inspiration...

●LASG + NCAR : Liu et al  2008, 2009, 
2013  (WRF model) 

●Enviroment Canada : Buehner et al 
2010

●UK Met Office: Niell Bowler (strategy 
paper), Andrew Lorenc (design paper)

●SMHI : Lars Axell applied En4DVAR 
scheme for sea ice model

●MF : Desroziers et al (alternative pre-
conditioning and implications of that)



  

Incremental 4DVAR scheme

Square-root B matrix preconditioning

Reformulated cost-function

Cost-function gradient

= 0 at solution

*) perturbation forecast model
(TL operator)

TL model physics is based on severe simplifications and is expensive 
to maintain; projection operator is appropriate on average

**) Derived 
climatological 
B matrix 
covariance

======



  

4D-En-Var scheme

1)=> Replace the projection 
operator with an ensemble of 
forecast perturbations 

2)=>Replace forward 
TL model integration by 
non-linear trajectories 
evolution 

Gradient of cost-function

New problem : (very ) low rank system 

======

Problems *) 
and **) are 
solved



  

Localisation in 4D-En-VAR
What to do : => 

    Enlarge rank of the system through Schur-product multiplication with a correlation 
function

New pre-conditioning

We have chosen isotropic and 
homogeneous analytic formulation of the 
C correlation covariance 
 (power low with a length scale 500km) 

rank r rank (N-1) rank rx(N-1)

correlation matrix

r-column matrix with 
every column  equal 
kth element of 

Other formulations are possible



  

HIRLAM 4D-En-VAR
A linear combination of 3DVAR FGAT and 4D-Ensemble constraint

;

<=>

HIRLAM implementation

Localised weight fields of 
ensemble perturbations



  

LAM perturbations

Practical limitations of “small institutes” groups

We cannot afford to run big  ensembles on 
large size model domain! => 

compromise is needed

One more problem

Large enough 
model domain 
(allow perturbation 
to bread within 
domain)

Rich enough 
ensemble 
(samples well the 
leading directions of 
the error growth)

Computational 
efficiency of the 
whole system 
(careful design 
and thorough 
implementation)Synthesis between 

EPS&DA
(well suited for both 
the DA & EPS 
purposes)

? ...



  

HIRLAM LAM perturbations

Coarse resolution lateral boundary perturbations 
(TEPS ECMWF perturbations in the current example)

Low-rank sequential estimation of the forecast error covariance evolution

20 ensemble members are used in the examples here

+



  

The ETKF based rescaling scheme in HIRLAM

✗The system is fully integrated into variational data 
assimilation in HIRLAM

✗Perturbations reflect flow situation and are sensitive to the 
quality and the density of the observation network

✗Both multiplicative and additive variance inflations are 
applied  to tackle low-rank problem

✗  Scalar multiplicative inflation is based on the fit between  
the spread of ensemble and estimated variance of 
innovations

✗  Additive variance inflation is based on the climatological 
forecast error structure functions

✗Raw variances and raw covariances are used as an input 
to the 4DEnVAR scheme in HIRLAM

✗Perturbations are relaxed towards boundary conditions 
high in the troposphere



  

Experiments (6 weeks of verification)
                          (17 Jan 2008 – 28 Feb 2008)

4dvar_ref1: 4D-Var, 2 outer loops (6 h 
window, 20 iter. at 66 km and 40 iter. at 
44 km incr. resol.), (very) simple TL 
physics (vertical diffusion only), J

c
 DFI

4dvar_hybrid1: As 4dvar_ref1 with 
hybrid ensemble constraint, 20 
members, ETKF perturb., 75% static and 
25% ensemble variance, ensemble 
contribution is inflated by a factor 4.

4DEnVar: 6 h window, 1 outer loop (60 
iter. at 33 km incr. resol.).  50% static 
and 50% ens. variance, no inflation of 
the ensemble impact is applied, 3D-Var 
constraint in the middle of the window 
(<=> FGAT).  

Model grid res. 11 km
40 levels
20 members



  

Ensemble estimate of the flow-
dependent forecast error-of-the-day 

flow situation forecast error ensemble variance

T model level 30 (≈700hPa)



  

Single simulated 
observation 
experiments 
 

Flow situation
 (background state)

PMSL
T700

Z500
V500

Position of simulated 
observation V500

Flow-dependent 
inhomogeneous forecast 
error statistics are 
crucially important  for 
conditioning of small scale 
structures  by the large 
scale flow situation

58° N, 15° W;  500hPa
5 hours into assimilation window
du =10m/s; dv =  5m/s



  

Single observation assimilation increments

4D-Var 

4D-Var 
Hybrid

4D-En-Var

Z500,V500 PMSL, T700

TL model

Ensemble 
constraint at 
initial time
+ TL  model

Ensemble 
constraint at 
initial time 
+ 4-D 
ensemble 
evolution

:=>

:=>

:=>



  

Verification results (real DA experiment)

Verification of wind 
speed and relative 
humidity from 6 weeks 
of parallel runs with 
HIRLAM 
4D-Var, 
4D-Var Hybrid and 
4D-En-Var;
20 ensemble 
members.

Note that 4D-En-Var 
is much  cheaper 
since TL and AD 
models are not 
needed (provided an 
ensemble exists!). 
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Sensitivity studies

2) => Is (further) tuning  of 
ensemble increment 
contribution needed? 

4densvard (inflation 4.0) 
versus 
4densvar (no inflation).
 
Answer: No!

1) => “Is static back-
ground error constraint 
needed ?”

4densvar (50%static) 
versus
4densvarb (10% static)

Answer: Yes (with 20 
members only and ad-hoc 
localisation) !



  

Vertical localization?

Ad hoc vertical localization 
matrix generated from the 
3D-Var B-matrix (vorticity, 
hor. wave numbers 1-5, 
3 vertical modes)

Effects on surface pressure verification scores: 
with and without

This ad hoc vertical localization does 
not seem to improve the quality of the 
analysis. More advanced flow-
dependent localisation as one 
proposed by Bishop et al might be 
needed. 



  

Average absolute surface pressure tendecies (hPa/3h) for forecasts 
starting from the main observation hour 22 February 2008 12UTC:

-------- 4D-Var Hybrid     ------- 4DEnsVar

Member 0 (Control) Member 3

Comments: - 4D-Var Hybrid Control is essentially noise-free
                     - 4dEnsVar control has a slightly increased noise level
                     - Noise based on 4DEnsVar control increments and ETKF     
                        re-scaling of ensemble perturbations adds up

Answer: probably some form of the weak digital filter constraint is 
needed; most likely based on a low-order norm in order to avoid over-
smoothing of the “front” structures  

Is noise a potential problem for 4DEnVar?



  

Verification of 
surface pressure 
forecasts against 
Scandinavian SYNOP 
stations:
---- 4D-Var, 
---- 4D-Var Hybrid, 
---- 4DEnsVar

Comments: - 4D-Var and 4D-Var Hybrid better than 4DEnsVar at very
                      short range. 
                     - 4DEnsVar better at +48 h and reduces bias 
                     
Do we need larger ensemble size to describe less pronounced short 
range forecast error  structures?

Degradations of short range forecast  … 



  

IO and memory are problems!

Very careful design of the system of the DA-EPS system is needed !

Questions: Can a coarser resolution ensemble perturbations 
(e.g. 4 km) be applied in 4DEnVAR high-resolution (e.g. 2.5) 
forecasting system ?
                    



  

The most appropriate  perturbations generation 
scheme suitable for both the EPS and DA ?

? ...

Randomization 
of climatological

B 
 

NMC method 
48h -24h

Hessian based 
perturbations
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Competition or
 synthesis

HIRLAM 
approach

Answer: We do not know. The evaluation of techniques in the simplified 
framework of a toy model is probably needed ... 



  

Limited area model is a problem in itself

A large enough model domain is needed in order to provide freedom for 
high-resolution model to develop its own environment and to  allow the 
perturbation to bread within the domain

 

A control of large scale error is crucial :=> 
➔        Large  scale error constraint in the minimization
➔        Control of LBC in 4DEnVAR

Depending on the phase of the development and the boundary 
relaxation scheme, the phenomena can be substantially destroyed 
while passing through lateral boundaries. As a result, the 
phase-/displacement-/position-/timing errors are introduced    

Ensemble information can be used to correct the “phase-errors” :=>
➔   Lagged ensemble with deliberately wrong validity time to model a proxy of time 
tendency; 
➔   “The locally best” member selection in so-called “superhybrid” 
  



  

Superhybrid

 1) Warp each ensemble 
member including control and 
compute the displacement 
transform field
 2) Select “the locally best” 
ensemble member (the least 
displacement)
 3) Assimilate profiles from the 
locally best ensemble members 
as pseudo-observations in  
3DVAR Hybrid in order to 
correct the “phase” error in the 
background
 4) Compute new perturbations 
(ensemble member minus 
corrected background)
 5) Assimilate observations in 
the “corrected” 4DEnVAR 
scheme 

based on “image warping” approach

Tomas Landelius et al 



  

Thank   You for attention !
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